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Far left: The famous face of 30 In
the 1950s. General Eisenhower
with the Realist stereo camera.
Left: How the Victorians would
have viewed their 30 cards. Old
sets of cards and viewers can stlll
be found secondhand. Picture
David Burrier.
Right: 30 old and new. The
Rouch wet plate camera and the
new: Nlmslo. The Rouch was
made of brass and mahogany and
used the sliding-box principle,
with a rising front to correct converging verticals. What would the
Victorians have made of the compact Nimslo?

In 3D photography we imitate
3D PHOTOGRAPHY is not
new. It is one of the oldest and human vision by taking a pair of
most exciting branches of pho- photographs from slightly diftography-but few of today's ferent viewpoints and use a
photographers have ever taken viewing system to ensure that
the left eye sees only the left
a 3D photo .
Queen Victoria was amused picture and the · right eye the
when she looked into a 3D view- right picture .
Although Wheatstone originer (a stereoscope) at The Great
Exhibition of 1851-and it was ally used drawi ngs,.to illustrate
her enthusiasm that started the his theory (since photography
first 3D craze that swept was not yet invented) he later
through England, Europe and . persuaded Henry .Fox Talbot
and Henry Collen to take the
America.
The origins of 3D photogra- world's first pairs of stereo phophy are attributed to Sir Charles
Wheatstone (of 'Wheatstone
Bridge' fame) who in the 1830s
demonstrated that we can see in
depth because the distance between our two eyes allows each
eye to see the same scene, but
from a different viewpoint. The
left eye will , for example, see
more of the left side of an object
than the right eye.
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tographs (a stereo pair) by moving their camera a couple of
inches to one side between
exposures .
The results were a great success and soon most of the famou~
photographers of the
period, Antoine Claudet in
France , John Mayall in America, Beard and William Kilburn
in London were taking 3D
photos.
Early cameras The method of
moving one camera to the side

was unsuitable for subjects
which might move between exposures and so a camera containing a pair of lenses set apart
at approximately the width of
the human eyes was invented to
take two pictures at the same
time. The first commercial version of this 'stereo' camera was
made by John Dancer of Manchester in 1856 and was soon
followed by glamorous brass
and mahogany models from
Ro.uch, Hare, Dallmeyer and
Ross . ' Virtuaiiy all· 3D cameras
have been based on' that same
design of a single, camera body
containing two lenses and an
internal division ·to keep the
images apart.
Early viewers·The earliesi viewer had been desjgned by Wheatstone for his. large pairs of stereo
drawings but .this was soon replaced by Sir David .Brewster's
compact box containing a pair
of e)ie pieces and a slot for the
3! x 7in card containing the pair
of stereo prints. In 1861 , the
famous American author Oliver
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Wendell Holmes streamlined
the viewer into little more than
'two eyepieces on a stick' and it
was this 'Holmes viewer' that
accompanied millions of stereo
cards over future decades.

Early3D
The 1840s were an age of discovery, not only for all aspects
of photography but of far-flung
corners of the world. Compared
with engravings and drawings,
photography provided a totally
new aspect on life and 30 was
an added fascination.
In the absence of TV and
cinema,
Victorian
families
would spend their leisure hours
viewing the world from the comfort of their armchairs through
their stereo viewer. However,
the public slowly lost interest in
the novelty of 3D until the
1920s, when cinemas and journals had a revival in 3D using
the red/green spectacles for
viewing films , photographs and
illustrations.

Above left: The May
1983 edition of French
Photo magazine claiming to feature the first
full-colour 30 for viewing
with
red/green
glasses. However, the
first claims for such systems were made by
Schestakoff In 1910.
Left:
Mlscellaneous
cameras from the early
1900. The HeldOllCOpe
(far left) with the Ontoscope In front; the Westminster Stereo reflex
(centre) behind the Early Verascope; and the
HeldOllCOpe
(right)
which produced Images
45 x 107mm with a roll
film back.
Above:
Viewers
through the years. Today, the Pentax, the
Vlewmaster and the
Plnsharpe viewers are
stlll available. Others
may
be
found
secondhand.
Right:
The modern
Vlewmaster with several of Its picture reels.
The quallty of the Vlewma11ter Images Is difficult to beat, but there
are also Interesting subjects featured In some
of the early stereo cards
of the 30ll and 40..
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Many fascinating cameras and
viewers were produced during
the late 1800s and early 1900s,
and superb colour in 3D was
viewable in 1893, when Eugene
Ives · developed the 'Stereo
Chromoscope', in which three
black and white stereo slidestaken through red, blue and
green filters-were combined in
a special viewer with their respective red, blue and green
filters.
The quality and clarity of the
3D images cannot be surpassed
even today . Meanwhile, the
famous French 'Jules Richard'
Company produced their first
stereo camera in 1896, and Kodak followed shortly afterwards
A selection of inodels from the
19508, 3D's big popularity period.
At the back, the TDC Color/st by
Bell & Howell with the Vlewmaster camera; In the centre, cameras by Kodak, ISO Duplex and
Jules Richard; and· In front, the
Real/st and Macro Real/st.

with their first stereo camera in
1901 and even a Box Brownie
version in 1905.
The forerunner of the Rolleiflex was born in 1924, not as a
twin lens reflex camera but as a
twin lens stereo camera, the
by
Heidoscope,
produced
Messrs Franke and Heideke in
Germany. Another first for 3D
was the use of 35mm film in the
Homeos 3D camera, preceding
the Leica by several years.

3Dand35mm
Three developments during the
1930s and 40s were to pave the
way for the next 3D boom .
Dr Land had succeeded in
producing polarising material in
sheet form (vital for colour 3D
projection) while Kodak introduced the first Kodachrome colour slide film.
These were vital ingredients
which contribu.ted in no small
way to the successful launch in

May, 1947, of the 35mm Stereo
Realist Camera System from the
David White Instrument Co in
America.
American
photographers
went wild for 3D and the Realist
Camera, with such glamorous
names as Gregory Peck, Bob
Hope, Harold Lloyd and Fred
Astaire advertising it throughout America.
The camera took 28 pairs of
slides 23 x 24mm on a 36 exposure 35mm film and the slides
were fitted into a standard
mount, 4 x Hin, which dropped
into the viewers and projectors
specially designed for this new
format. Kodachrome was the
film and, even today, Kodak
will mount 3D slides in these
special mounts.
Following the Realist's success, other brands of 3D cameras soon followed, notably
from Kodak, Bell & Howell,
ILOCA, Wray, Stereo Graphic,

TDC, Jules Richard , Belplasca,
Wollensak, Iso Duplex and
Viewmaster. Projection was
with the American TDC Vivid,
the Realist or the British Hawk
projector.
The cine enthusiast was not
neglected either. Bolex provided beautiful twin lens replacements for their 16mm cameras and projectors, and Elmo
produced a mirror attachment
for both 8mm and 16mm cameras and projectors. Both of
these devices can be used on
many current video cameras to
produce 3D video movies in
colour.

30 cinema and
projection
Cinema in the early 1950s saw
an explosion of 3D films. Over
50 feature films were released,
almost all in colour, for viewing
through polarising spectacles.
Among the most famous and

well produced films were House
of Wax, Kiss Me Kate and
Hitchcock's Dial M for Murder
However, the craze was shortlived, no doubt due to the uncomfortable spectacles, poor
prp duction, poor stories, underpdwered illumination and poor. ly aligned projectors.
Also, the newly introduced
wide-screen cinemas wrapped
the audience with pictures and
sound to give them almost a
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feeling of 3D without any of the
inconveniences. But 3D projection was not unique to the·
1950s. As early as 1858 D' Almeida had projected stereo
pairs of still pictures through the
red and green filters . The results
were viewed through complementary red and green spectacles and is known as the Anaglyph system-it is stiU in use
today, particularly for illustrations in books and comics and,

Above left: The Bo/ex movie camera fitted with the Bo/ex twin-lens
stereo unit. The twin /en, projector unit has polarising fllters built-In.
Above: An early Hawk projector and sophlstlca1ed Realist Model 82.
The latter has twin 1000W lamps and could Illuminate a 9 x 9ft screen
for 1000 people. Typical polar/sing spectacles and 4 x 1iin mount are
also shown_.
Below 'left: The Steriflex camera of 1978 allowed any studio photographer to make 10 x Bin 30 lenticular prints within an.h our! Both the
apertun: and fil"! moved during an exposure of several seconds.
Below right: Nlmslo old and new. Pre-dating the current Nlmslo
camera system, the Computrak slide bar enabled the use of any
camera to make five sequential exposures for processing Into .a
Nlmslo-type print.
Bottom right: "the Inside of a typical 30 camera showing how the two
lenses expose two frames on the same fllm.
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by careful selection of filters and
of the colours contained in the
scene, limited colour reproduction is possible by this method.
A . far more sophisticated
me't hod of projection was used
by the Russians in the 1940s
when people viewed 3D films in
a Moscow theatre without needing to wear any spectacles at all.
Inste'ad the screen itSelf was
made up of many thousands of
fine lines on to which the 3D
images were projected . However, this technique was discontinued.due to the extremefy high
cost of. "the ··screen and the very
few seating positiqns . from
·' which acceptable 3D c9uld be
seen.

Nimslo and 30.without
viewers . ·
The incohvenie.nce of peering

into a viewer or wearing special
spectacles has always been the
greatest drawback to 3D. However, there are several methods·
of overcoming this which combine the viewer as part of the
picture itself, and the Nimslo
print is the most modern and
practical example .
Their four -lens camera is simple to use and the sophistication
lies in the processing service
which optically slices the negatives into sets of very fine leftand right-hand images. The very
fine corrugated . plastic surface
of the print acts as a grid of
lenses which allow only the left
and right images to reach the
left and right eyes.
The result is a normal. sized
colour print , which , for the first
time, mak.es 'viewerless' 3P
photography available to the

amateur photographer.
The idea of using lenticular
'grids' to sort out the respective
images goes back over 70 years
and variations. were patented by
Kodak and others. The techniques are still used to produce
commercial quantities of 3D
postcards and even postage
stamps from The Himalayas.
However, this process is unsuitable for the amateur.
The 1980s have not only
brought us the first Nimslo camera, but also holography is at,a
stage of development that is far
more acceptable than it was a
decade ago. There is no doubt
that we have orily seen the 'tip
of the iceberg' of holography;s
potential.
Hologfaphy does not compete with traditional 3D photography ,but 'instead offers an al•

ternative, exciting and radically
new 3D system . Its applications,
as well as its limitations, are
very different. Unlike traditional 3D cameras, pocket sized hologram 'cameras' for full colour
images of landscapes ' are just
not within holography's current
capabilities: on the other hand
traditional 3D photography cannot match the natural hologram's continuously variable
' under, over and side views' of
an object, all seen without the
need for a viewer
'
Among the many applicatioi;is
of 'traditional' 3D photography
are aerial reconnaissance, space
and sea exploration, map making, archaeological recording,
medical and dental diagnosis ,
ophthalmic exercises, fraud detection, and for illustrating
chemical and physical models.

